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I .  I'URPOSE 
The objective of tliis calculation is to evaluate the thermal response of the 21-I'WR WP 
(pressurized water reactor waste package) to the regulatory fire event. The scope of this calculation 
is limited to the two-dimensional waste package temperature calculations to support the waste 
package design. Tlie information provided b~ the sketches attached to tliis calculation (Attachment 
IV) is that of tlie potential design of tlic type of' waste package considcrcd in this calculation. Tlie 
procedure AP-3.12Q, ( 'lrlcl~l~rlions (Refkrence 1 ), and tlie 1)evelopmcnt Plan (Refkrence 24) are 
used to develop this calculation. 
The solution liiethod employs finite elelnetit analysis (FEA) using the commercially available 
ANSYS Version (V) 5.4 finite element code. Finite clement representations of the waste package 
are developed and analyzcd using thc transient ANSYS V5.4 solver. 
The methods used to control the electronic managenlent of data as rccluircd by AP-SV. I Q. ('on11.01 
of /he Electronic M [ r n ~ ~ ~ e ~ ? i e n l  of lnfol-tn~rlio~l (Reference 3). were not specified in the 
Development Plan (Reference 24). With regard to the dcvelopmcnt of this calculation. tlic control 
of the electronic managemcrit of data was evaluated in accosdance with AP-SV. 1 Q, ('onlrol oj 11.1~. 
Elecironic Mun~lgcrneni of Infotan?~rlion. ?'he evaluation (Rel'erence 4) dutcrmincd that current 
work processes and procedures are adequate for the control 01' electronic management of data for 
this activity. 
3. ASSUMPTIONS 
The following assumptions are used for the thermal modeling of the waste package during the fire 
accident. 
3.1 FIRE ACCIDENT ASSUMI'TIONS 
3.1.1 The tire accident takes place in a uniform environment temperature of 37.8"C (lOO°F). The 
rationale for this value is the recluircment for lire-esposure testing of transport caslts 
exposed to the sun as given in Section 73(b) of I0 C1:li 71 (Code of I'edcral Iiegulations, 
Reference 23). This assumption is used in Section 5.4. 
3.1.2 A uniform teniperaturc of 800°C for the waste package surroutidings (i.e., flame 
temperature) is assumed for the lire condition. l'he rationale ['or this value is the 
requirement from 10 CFR 71. Section 73(c)(4) (Reference 23). ?'his assitmption is iiscd in 
Section 5.4. 
3.1.3 The fire exposure duration is 30 minutes. Tlie rationale lhr this value is tlie recluirement 
from I0 CFR 71, Scction 73(c)(4) (Reference 23). 'I'his assutnption is used in Section 5.1. 
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3.2 WASTE PACKAGE GEOMETRY ASSUMPTIONS 
This section lists the assumptions tliat are related to the waste package geometry. 
3.2.1 The 4-mni loose gap between the inner and outer shells is not considered in this calculation. 
That is, a perfect contact between tlie two sliells is assumed. Tlie rationale tor this 
assumption is that tlie subsccluent overall thermal resistance is decreased, which is 
conservative since thc lin~iting heat source during tlie tire event is located outside tlie waste 
package. In addition. no credit is taken Ibr contact thcrmal resistance at the shell-to-shell 
interface. This assumption is in Section 5.2. 
3.2.2 It is assumed that a small change in basket ulidtli has a negligible impact on cl'fective 
thermal conductivities. Thus. the el'lkctive thermal conductivities establislied in Reference 
8, p. 15 for a 0.2235-111 basket width remain applicable to tliis calculation, which uses a 
0.2264-111 basket width (current 21-PWR waste package design. Attachment IV). The 
rationale for using the Reference 8 cfictive thermal conductivities is tliat etl'ective thermal 
conductivities are primarily a lilnction of'wall temperature, heat generation rate. and fill gas. 
This assumption is used in Section 5.5 .  
3.3 HEAT TRANSFER MOIIES ASSIIMI'TIONS 
This section lists the assumptions tliat are related to the heat transfer modes within tlie waste 
package. The properties linked to radiation heat transl'cr (emissivity and absorptivity) are treated 
separately in Section 3.6. 
3.3.1 The waste package is assumed to be lilled with helium. Tlic rationale for tliis assumption is 
that helium as a backfill gas is a design basis (Refi.rcrice I I ) .  This assumption is used in 
Section 5.5. 
3.3.2 Tlie properties of helium at atmospheric pressure are assun~ed to be representative of the 
conditions tliat helium will experience within the waste package. Tlic rationale lor this 
assumption is the fact that one-atmospliere fill pressure at ambient temperature is 
representative of the industry standard Ibr storage casks. Reference 5 (page 1 0) indicates 
that the highest pressure to which storage casks are filled is approximately 1.5 atm: also. 
most industry vendors use substantially lolser pressure in their designs. Even though the gas 
internal pressure of tlie waste package will increase due to the temperature rise, the tlier~iial 
coliductivity of most gases is pressure independent (Reference 6, page 255). Thus using the 
tliertnal conductivity at 1 atm is reasonable. l'his assumption is used in Section 5.5 .  
3.3.3 I t  is assumed tliat a two-dimensional (2-D) finite element representation of a cross section at 
the niidsection of tlie waste paclmgc will be representative oftlie hottest portion ol'tlie naste 
package. Inherent to this assumption is tliat n o  lieat transfer is accounted for in the axial 
direction (adiabatic conditions). 'l'lie rationale for this conservative assumption is tliat one 
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~naxitnizes the peak cladding temperature since axial heat transf'er occurs in reality and 
reduces the peak cladding temperature. I'his assumption is used in Scction 5.2. 
3.3.4 It is assumed that the heat transfer mode between the WP outer surface and the 
surroundings, or environment, is radiation, except during exposure to fire when free 
convection heat transf'er of the wastc package is included. ?'he rationalc f'or this conservative 
assumption is that one maximizes the peak cladding temperature. This assumption in i~sed in 
Section 5.1 and Section 5.4. 
3.3.5 Natural convection within thc waste package is neglected. The rationale for this 
conservative assumption is that the dimensions of the cavities within the waste packagc are 
such that natural convection is not significant compared to the other modes of heat transler 
(conduction and radiation). This assumption is used in Section 5.1 and Section 5.4. 
3.3.6 This calculation utilizes the 14x14 SNF (Spent Nuclear Fuel) effective thermal 
conductivities. The rationalc for this assumption is that the 14x14 SNIT eff'ective thermal 
conductivities are recommended by Reference 8. This assuniption is used in Section 5.5.7. 
thoughout the whole fire accident. 
3.4 HEAT LOADS ASSUMPTIONS 
This section lists all the assumptions that are related to the heat loads. Those related to radiation 
heat transfer are discussed separately in Section 3.6. . 
3.4.1 The maximum heat generation rate within a 21-PWR waste package is 11.8 kW. The 
rationale for this value is the dcsign basis fi-om Rcf'erence 25. Section 1.2.3.2. This 
assumption is used in Section 5.1. 
3.4.2 A constant rate of solar energy incident on the outer surfacc ol'tlie waste package equal to 
400 cal/cm2 per 12-hour period is assumed. The rationalc for this value is the 1.cquiremcnt 
from 10 CFR 71 (Reference 23) Section 71(c)( 1 ) for the energy incident on the curved 
surface of a transport cask. The rate of solar energy incidence is maintained during all 
phases of the accident, that is. from pre-fire condition through post-tire cooling. This 
assuniption is used in  Section 5.1. 
3.4.3 An axial power peaking factor 01' 1.25 is applied unif'ormly to the I'WR SNF heat generation 
rate. The rationale for this value is that PWR reactor cores are designed such that axial 
peaking factors larger than 1.25 is undesirable tor the fill1 duration of a reactor operating 
cycle for both technical and economic reasons. Tlie refkrence for thc 1.25 value is Reference 
36. This assumption is used in Section 5.4 for the calculation of the volumetric heat 
generation rate. 
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3.5 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
This section lists the basis and assumptions tliat are related to the boundary conditions, other than 
the heat loads. 
The gas that flows around the wastc packagc during tlie fire accident (prc-fire conditions 
through post-fire conditions) is talten as air. Tlie rationale for this assumption is that the air 
composition change resulting from the combustion that takes place around the uaste 
package is ultin~ately not very significant, since gaseous nitrogen (N?), the air main 
component, traditionally reacts in negligible quantities during combustion processes. I'lius, 
oxygen (Oz) depletion is never complete, as adverse transport phenomena (buoyancj, 
turbulent flow around the waste package, mass diffusion) prevent the oxygen present in thc 
vicinity of the fire from reaching the chemical reaction zonc and disappearing from the 
boundary layer that governs fice con\,ection around the u.astc package ("Chemical reaction 
zone" is defined as the place where 0: and fucl are ph~,sicallj transformed into CO: and 
H20) .  This assumption is used in Section 5.1. 
3.5.2 Free convection heat transfer at the waste package outer suri.acc is taken into account only 
during heating of tlie wastc packagc by the firc (see also assumption 3.3.4). Frcc convection 
is assumed to vary based on the correlation for air at normal temperatures and atmospheric 
pressure per the li~llo\ving equation (Refkrence 17. converting fi-om engineering units to SI 
units): 
1 ,,,,,, = 1 . 3 1 2 ~ 7 . '  ' (w l rn2 ,~ )  
(Equation 3.5- 1 ) 
where 11 is tlie natural convection coefficient, and AT is the temperature dit'fkrencc bet\l,ecn 
the outer shell outer surface and the flame temperature, in "C or K.  l'lie rationale for t11is 
assumption is that Equation 3.5-1 gives conscrvatively Iiigh values of' the heat transfer 
coefficient for the waste package hcating phase. Note the above equation corresponds to the 
generic free convection coefficient relationsliip thr horizontal cylinders, also fbund in 
Reference 17, applied to air. As most liec ~on\~cct lon correlations, this relationship depends 
upon the Grasliof number (ratio of tlie buoyancl force to tlic viscous force). P (volumetric 
thermal expansion coefficient). thermal conductivit~. and thermal diffusivitj. ~ l i i s  
assumption is used in Section 5.1 and Section 5.4. 
3.6 RADIATION HEAT TRANSFER ASSIJMPTIONS 
This section lists the assumptions related to radiation heat transfkr 
3.6.1 A value of 1.0 for tlie eniissivity of the waste package surroundings for tlie pre- and post- 
fire conditions is assumed. The rationale fi>r this conservative assumption is that one 
maximizes the calculated radiative cncrgy incident on the wastc package outer surface. and. 
therefore, tlic waste package ter~lpcratures calculated 1i)r both the prc-fire condition and the 
post-fire c o o l d o ~ n .  This assumption is used in Section 5.1. 
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3.6.2 A value of 1.0 for the emissivity of'the flame for the fire condition is assumed. The rationale 
for this co~lservative assumption is that one maximizes the heating of the waste package. 
This value exceeds the m i ~ ~ i n ~ u r n  value of 0.9 specified in Section of 73(c)(4) of I0 CFR 71 
(Reference 23). This as sump ti or^ is used in Section 5.1. 
3.6.3 A value of 1.0 for the solar absorptivity of the waste package outcr surface is assumed. The 
rationale for this conservative assumption is that onc maximizes the amount of'heat rcccived 
on the waste package outer surfaco. This assumption is used in Scctions 5.1 and 5.4. 
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4. USE OF COMI'UTEII SOFTWARE AN11 MOI1ELS 
4.1 SOFTWARE 
The finite element analysis computer code used for this calculation is ANSYS V5.4. The ANSYS 
V5.4 software installed on the fIf'9OOO/C200 is denoted as ANSYS V5.4L2. ANSYS is a 
i 
commercially available finite element code and is appropriate for perforniing thermal analysis of 
waste packages as utilized in this calculation. The computcr platform used for ANSYS was the 
Hewlett-Packard Model 9000 Series 200 ~slorkstation (11P9000/C200), designated as 'gr0'. wit11 
FCF (Framaton~e Cogema Fuels) tag number 200261 143 1 (Reference 7. p. 1 ), located in 
Lynchburg, Virginia. The HP Model 9000 Series 200 ANSYS V5.41,2 is identified with Software 
Tracking Nunlber (STN) 10027-5.412-00. l'hc S'fN was obtained fiom Software Configuration 
Management in accordance with appropriate proccdures. l'he ANSYS V5.4L2 evaluations 
performed in this calculation arc fully within the range of validation performed for ANSYS 
V5.4L2. 
Software qualification of ANSYS V5.4L2 is summarized in Refercnce 7. Inputs to the ANSYS 
software are included as attachments and are described in the following documentation. 
The ANSYS V5.4L2 input and outpi~l files ofthe cases analyzed in this calculation are located in 
Attachment VI. 
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5. CALCULATION 
5.1 FIRE ACCIDENT SCENARIO 
This calculation determines the thernial response of the 21 -1'WR waste package to a fire accident. 
In addition to the base case, additional runs are pcrfbrmed to denionstrate sensitivity of the I'WR 
fuel assemblies peak cladding teniperature. 
The conditions defined for the fire accident in Section 73(c)(4) of I0 CFR 71 are as follows: 
The waste package shall be cotisidcrcd totally immersed in a tlame temperature equal to at 
least 800°C, for a period of 30 minutes. 
The effective emissivity for gases in the flame shall be at least 0.9. 
The waste package outer surface absorptivity coeflicient niust be either that value which 
the package niay be expected to possess if exposed to the flame temperature specilied, or 
0.8, or whichever greater. I-leat input fiom hot gases to tlic waste package b i l l  include tlie 
free-convection heat transfer mode in addition to tliermal radiation. 
No credit shall be taken for artificial cooling of the waste package after termination 01' 
exposure to the tlanie. 
For transport package testing. Section 73(b) of 10 CFR 71 (Rekrence 23) specifies a maxiniuni 
temperature of 373°C (100°F) for tlie temperature of ambient air befi>re and after the specified 30- 
minute duration of the tire. Section 71 of 10 C1;R 71. for nornial conditions of transport. lists the 
total solar energy incident on the curved surfice of a transporl cask over a 12-hour period as 400 
cal/clii2. 
Based on the above rccluisements. the lire accident evaluated with the WI' at the surface facility is 
described as fbllows: 
7 .  The waste package is loaded, sealed. and in a horizontal position. I lie waste package is at 
steady thernlal conditions with radiation heat transl'er to tlic surroundings balancing the 
sum of volunietric heat generation rates in the fuel rods and uniform solar radiation 
incident on tlie waste package outer surface. 
The waste package outer surface is instatitaneously subjected to tlic thermal conditions 
specified for the regulatory tire as described abo\,e. producing uniforni heating by both 
radiation and free convection heat transfer modcs. Exposure 01' the waste package to the 
fire is terminated afier 30 minutes. 
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After termination of the tire, the surrounding air and surfaces return instantly to the 
temperature conditions existing prior to the accident. Cooling of the WP occurs by 
radiation to the immediate surro~~ndings only. 
Table 5-1 summarizes the heat loads and thc boundary conditions used in this calculation for the 
base case analyzed i n  Section 6.2. 
Table 5-1. 21-PWR Waste Package Evaluations 
37.8 1800 137.8 
For the fire condition, the value of 800°C is from Section 
Solar Heat Flux (Assumption 3.4.2). Set 
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5.2 ANSYS REPRESENTATION GEOMETRY AN11 INPUT FILES 
This section briefly describes the ANSYS V5.4L2 iripilt file format used to develop the ANSYS 
cases. Each ANSYS V5.412 input file is provided as part of the ANSYS output tiles on the 
compact disk (CD) associated with this document. 
To investigate tlie thermal response 01' the 21-PWR waste package to a fire accident, a hall' 
symmetry of the 2-D waste package cross section is represented in ANSYS V5.412 to capture thc 
temperature distribution in the waste package. The representation includes the waste packagc inner 
and outer shells, and a detailed waste package internal structure (tubes, neutron absorber plates. 
tliermal shunts, support guides. among otlicrs). Solid connections are assumed between the inner 
shell and the fuel basket. The 4-mm loose lit between the inner and outer shells is not represented 
(Assumption 3.2.1). Helium is assumed as the waste package internal till gas (Assumption 3.3.1 ). 
Natural convection is not accounted for within the waste package (Assumption 3.3.5). that is. only 
conductio~i and radiation lieat transfer apply. l'he spent nuclear tile1 (SNl:) assemblies located 
inside the tubes are represented as homogeneous materials using effective thermal conductivities to 
estimate the SNF cladding temperatures. The methodology of calculating and using SNF effective 
thermal conductivities is described in Reference 8 and is summari~ed in Section 5 . j .  
ANSYS input tiles normally include the fi)llowing: 
1 )  File description. problem evaluated. and additional files needed to run the input file 
(material property files and heat load tiles). etc. 
2) Parameters and dimensions which arc repeatedly i~scd in the representation. 
3) Element types. 
4) Geonietry and mesh. 
5) Radiation surfaces and creation o f a  radiation mesh matrix. 
6) Heat sources and boundary conditions. 
7) Solution of the problem. 
8) Temperature print-out at the desired locations. 
The material properties are discussed in Section 5.5. The key paranieters used to create the waste 
package geometry are shown in Table 5-2. The heat loads and tlie boundary conditions are 
discussed in Section 5.4. 
The mesh of tlie finite element representation is appropriately generated according to standard 
engineering practice. Thus. the accuracy and representativeness of the results of this temperature 
prediction calculation is deemed acceptable. The mesli used 1i)r this calculation is shown in Figure 
5-1. 
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Table 5-2. Key Dimensions Used in the Calculation 
Figure 5-1. 21-PWR Waste Package Mesh 
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5.3 EFFECTIVE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY METHOIIOLOGY 
This section describes brietly the effective thermal conductivity methodology, which is paramount 
to this calculation. This nietliodology is extensively discussed in Reference 8. ~ ~ h i c l i  serves as the 
basis to this section. 
The effective thermal conductivity methodology was developed as a way to reduce the computer 
time necessary for performing waste package thermal calculations. This methodology consists in 
lumping the individual file1 rods and the surrounding gas present in a waste package basket into a 
homogeneous medium in order to establish effective (or equivalent) thermal conductivities fhr 
peak cladding temperatures predictions. These eflective thermal conductivities are specific to the 
peak cladding temperature. that is. new sets of effective thermal conductivities have to be 
developed for predicting. for example, niaximum fuel pellet temperatures. 
The finite element analysis representations used for obtaining these ef'fective thermal 
conductivities consist i n  a quarter basket. Thus. these representations represent the basket hall. the 
fuel rods, the instrument guide-tube and tlie guide-tubes, the number of which may vary depending 
on the fuel assembly designs. and the fill gas. The cell wall temperature is used as the boundary 
condition, while representative heat loads are used. Heat is transferred fi-om fuel rod to fuel rod 
and then from fuel rod to basket wall through gaseous conduction and radiation heat transfer, 
natural convection being neglected. Note the constant cell wall temperature serves as tlle heat sink, 
the absence of uhich leads any heat generating system to thermal runaway. 
The relationship that gives the effective thermal conductivity is derived in Rcfercnce 8. p. 80 and 
is as follows: 
0.2947. Q k c  = 
4 L ;, (To - -I-, 1 
where 
Q : Assembly heat generation (watts) 
L ;, : Active fuel length (m) 
TO : Peak cladding temperature ("C) 
T, : Basket wall temperature ("C) 
This calculation uses the 14x 14 PWR SNF effective thermal conductivities (shown on 'fable 5-22) 
that were recommended in Reference 8 (Assumption 3.3.6). 
5.4 WASTE PACKAGE HEAT OUTPUT AND BOUNDAliY CONDITIONS 
This section discusses tlie bases for the boundary conditions and heat loads that arc used in this 
calculation. Tliese boundary conditions and heat loads fbllow the Code of I'ederal Regulations 
recommendations (Reference 23) and constitute the base case (Table 5-1 and 'fable 6-1 contain 
addtional information) that is discussed throughout the present section. Additional cases ~vitli 
additional co~iservatisms are analj.zed (Table 6-1 ). 
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5.4.1 Heat Generation Rate 
The waste package heat generation rate is calculated in a manner consistent with the effcct i~e 
thernial conductivities methodology used in this calculation and that was developed in Reference 
8. Thus, the volumetric Iieat generation ratc is calculated over the basket volume, by opposition to 
using the fuel assen~bly volume. ?'lie calculation of the volumetric heat generation ratc is 
performed using the maximuln I 1.8 kW design basis value (Assumption 3.4.1). tising a 3.601 7-111 
active fuel length ('l'ablc 5-2), and a 0.2264-111 ccll width ('l'able 5-2), onc obtains thc \olumetric 
heat generation rate: 
Volumetric Heat Rate = 1 1800 
2 1 x 0.2264' x 3.601 7 
= 3043.7 W / I I I ~  
(Equation 5.4- 1 ) 
Accounting for the 1.25 axial peaking factor discussed in Section 3.4 (Assilmption 3.4.3). onc 
obtains a 3804.6 ~irn%olunietric heat generation rate. 
5.4.2 Waste Package Surface Heat Flus 
The waste package is assumed exposed to the sun (Assumption 3.4.2). 1'11~1s. thc val~le retained lhs 
the sun exposure is 400 calicm' per day (a 12-hour daily exposure duration is assumed). This value 
is transfornied into a SI-units surface heat tlux as follous: 
7 1 400 cal/cm2 x 4.184 J/cal x 10000 cnl'irn- Surface Heat Flux = 
3600 seclhr x 12hr 
This heat flux is applied in its cntirety to the waste package outer surface, i.e. a wastc package 
'solar' absorptivity of 1.0 is assumed (Ass~lmption 3.6.3). 
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5.4.3 Natural Convection on the Waste Package Outer Shell Outside Surface 
The surroundings temperature is assumed to be 37.8"C for tlie pre- and post-fire conditions, and 
800°C during exposure to lire (Assumptions 3.1.1 and 3.1.2). The natural convection relationship 
used in this calculation is as follows (Assumption 3.5.2): 
h ,,,,,, = 1 . 3 1 2 ~ T " '  ( ~ l n i ' . ~ )  
(Equation 3.5-1) 
For the base case, free convection heat transfer at the waste package outer surface is talten into 
account only during heating of tlie waste package by tlie fire (Assumption 3.5.2). This equation 
corresponds to the generic free convection coefficient relationsliip for horizontal cylinders, also 
found in Reference 17, applied to air. 
5.4.4 Thermal Radiation on and from the Waste Package Outer Shell Outside Surfiice 
It is convenient to represent the radiation heat transfer contribution froni tlie flames or tlie 
surroundings as a convection coefiicient. since tliis method does not necessitate the creation of 
ANSYS radiation elements on tlie waste package outer surface that are computer-time consuming. 
The following equations from Reference 10, p. 655, details tliis rationale, starting from the 
radiation net exchange formulation applied to two enclosed surfaces. In our situation. the first 
surface is the waste package outer surface (index 1 ), and the second surlace is the surroundings 
surface (index 2): 
(Equation 5.4-3 ) 
The assumptions used along this relationslilp are as follows: the surroundings temperature is 
uniforlil (Assumption 3.1 2). that is the surroundings components are assumed to be at the same 
temperature. 37.8"C before and after the tire event. and 800°C during the fire event (Assumption 
3.1.1). Noticing that with E? = 1 ,  and that F12  is the vlew factor that represents the fraction of tlie 
waste package radiating heat flux received by tlie surroundings and is equal to 1 .O, this equation 
becomes: 
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brad : Effective coefficient for radiation heat transfer (W/I I I~ .K)  
$ 2  : Heat flux exchanged between surface 1 and surface 2 (W) 
A, .  A2 : Outer shell and surroundings areas, respectively (m2) 
EI ,E?  : Outer shell and surroundings emissivitics, respectively 
FI2  : View factor between the waste package outer surrace arid the surroundings 
o : Stefan-Boltzman~i constant (5.67. w/rn'.K4) 
TI.  T2 : Outer shell and surroundings temperatures. respectively (K)  
?. I he surroundings emissivity is 1.0 (Assumption 3.6.1 and 3.6.2) which is conservative during 
exposure to tire. The 0.87 value sliown 011 Table 5-9 is used for the waste package outer surfiice 
emissivity. 
5.4.5 Equivalent Convection Coefficient on the Waste Package Outer Surface 
' h e  summation of thc natural convection and the radiation heat transfer efl'cctive coefficient 
co~itributions gives the cquivalerlt convection coef'ficicnt. as follows: 
- 
'lcLlul - hcon \  + hl;)ci 
(Equation 5.3-6) 
For the base case, one obtains Table 5-3 and Table 5-4, the surroundings temperature being 37.8"C 
and 800°C. respectively. For Case #2 and Case #3 (described in 'l'able 6-1). one obtains 7'able 5-5 
through Table 5-7. Naturally, h,,l,,l = II,; ,~ before and after the fire event since natural convection is 
collservatively not accounted for during these stages (Assumption 3.5.2). ?'he eqiri\.alent 
colivection coefficiellts are used in the ANSYS software through tlic files shown in Attachment 11.  
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Table 5-3. Equivalent Convection Coefficient (Base Case;T,,,, = 37. a°C, Eou te r~he l l  = 0.87) 
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Table 5-4. Equivalent Convection Coefficient (Base Case; Tsurr = 800°C, Eouter~hell = 0.87) 
Table 5-5. Equivalent Convection Coefficient (Case #2; TSurr = 800°C, Eoutershell = 0.87) 
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Table 5-6. Equivalent Convection Coefficient (Case #3;TSurr = 37.8OC, Eou te r~he l l  = 0.5) 
r --.---.-= .- - Surroundings r Waste Package Outer 1 - ]I 
1 leff 
(w /m2.~ )  
4.6 
5.7 
I Temperature I Surface Temperature 
("C) (K) 
37.80 1 310.95 
37.80 1 310.95 
("C) (K) 
100 1 373.15 
150 1 423.15 
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Table 5-7. Equivalent Convection Coefficient (Case #3; T,,, = 800°c, Eou(er~hell  = 1.0) 
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5.5 THERMAL PROPEIiTlES 
The number of digits in the values cited herein may be the result of a calculation or may retlect the 
results of a itnits conversion; consequently, i t  should not be noted as indication of accuracy. l'he 
material properties are used in the ANSYS sofiware through the file shown in Attachment 1. at the 
exception ofthe SNF effective thermal conducilivity tile, shown in Attachment I l l .  
Table 5-8 lists the materials and fill gases used in the 21 -1'WR waste package tire simulation. 
Table 5-8. Waste Package Materials and Fill Gases 
Waste Package Component 
Basket Thermal Shunts I Aluminum 6061 (SB-209 A96061) 
Waste Package Fill Gases 
Material (Attachment IV) 
- - . 
Inner Shell 
- 
Basket Gu~des & Basket Tubes 
Basket Neutron Absorber Plates 
Outer Shell I Allov 22 fSB-575 N06022) 
5.5.1 Alloy 22 
1 3 1 6 ~ ~  (Auclear grade) (SA-240 S31600) 
1 ~ e l i u m  (Reference 11. p. 126) Waste Package Internal Fill Gas 
Table 5-9 lists the density and emissivity of Alloy 22. Tile density is taken liom Refkrence 12, 
Section 7.1 and the enlissivity is taken Srom Iiefkrence 13. p. 10-297 for nickel-cl~romiuln alloj. 
Table 5-10 lists the thermal conductivity and specific hcat of Alloj 22. Values for thermal 
conductivity and specific heat are taken from Reference 14. p. 13. 
A 516 Grade 70 (SA-516 K02700) 
Neutron~t A 978 - 
I 





Densitv ( knlmJ) Emissivitv ? I  
Table 5-1 0. Thermal Conductivity and Specific Heat of Alloy 22 
(Ref. 14, p. 13) 
- .  - 
(Ref. 12, Section 7.1) 
8690 






















Temperature 1 Specific Heat 
("c) 1 (J1kg.K) 
52 414 
423 00 _ _ .. -. 
*0° --C 444 300 460 ? - -- 400 ! 476 
500 485 --- 
600 I 514 
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5.5.2 Stainless Steel 316 NG 
Material properties of stainless steel 3 16 are used for stainless steel 3 16NG. 3 16NG, which is a 
316 steel with tightened control on carbon and nitrogen content, has the same mechanical and 
physical properties as stainless steel 3 16 (Rettrencc 15). Table 5-1 1 lists the density and erilissivity 
of stainless steel 316NG. I'Iie density is taken ti-on1 Reference 16, 'fable XI.  The cmissivity is 
taken from Reference 17, Table 4.3.2. Since the emissivity is provided as a range of'0.57 to 0.66 in 
Reference 17, the mean value is used in this calculation. Table 5-12 lists the thermal conducti\~ity 
and specific heat of stainless steel 3 16NG. Values for thermal conductivity and thermal difl'usivit~ 
of stainless steel 3 16NG (1 6Cr- 12Ni-2Mo) are taken t'roni Reference 18, Section 11, 'I'ablc TCD (p. 
606). The conversion of thernlal diffusivity to specific heat is performed using Ecluation 5-1. 
Thermal Conductivity (Btu / lir . ft ." I )  Specific Heat (Btu / lb." I;) = 
Density (Ib/ li) x lliermal Diffusivity (ft' ! lir) 
(Equation 5.5- 1 ) 
Table 5-1 1. Density and Emissivity of 316NG 
Table 5-12. Thermal Conductivity and Specific Heat of 316NG 
(Ref. 18, section II, Table TCD [p. 6061) 
Density (kglmJ) i Emissivity 
(Ref. 16, Table X I )  (Ref.17, Table 4.3.2) 
7980 1 0.62 
- 
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5.5.3 A 516 Carbon Steel 
Table 5-1 3 lists the density and emissivity of' A 5 16 carbon steel. Thc density is taken f'rom 
Reference 19, Section 14.1 and the emissivity (average for smooth oxidized iron) is taken fioni 
Reference 17, Section 4.3.2. Table 5-14 lists the thermal conductivity and specific of A5 16. Values 
for thermal conductivity and thern~al diSSusi\lity of A5 16 (C-Mn-Si) are taken from Reference 18. 
Section 11. Table TCD (p. 600). l'he conversion of thermal diffusivity to specific hear is detincd in 
Equation 5.5-1. 
Table 5-1 3. Density and Emissivity of A 516 Carbon Steel 
--- 
Density (kglmJ) Emissivity 
(Ref. 19, Section 14.1) (Ref. 17, Table 4.3.2) 
7850 0.80 
Table 5-14. Thermal Conductivity and Specific Heat of A 516 Carbon Steel 
(Ref.18, section II, Table TCD [p. 6001) 
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5.5.4 Aluminum Alloy 6061 
Table 5-15 lists the density and emissivity of aluminum alloy 6061. l'he density is talien liom 
Reference 18, Section 11, Table NF-2. and the enlissivity is taken from Refkrencc 17. Table 3.3.2 
for rough aluminum plate. Table 5-16 lists the thermal conductivity and specific heat oi'alu~ninum 
alloy 6061. Values for thermal conductivity and diffusivity are taken from Reference 18. Section 
11. Table TCD (p. 612). The conversion of thermal diffusikity to specific heat is delilied in 
Equation 5.5-1. 
Table 5-1 5. Density and Emissivity of Aluminum Alloy 6061 
Density (kglmJ) I Emissivity I (Ref 1 8  Section I1 Table NF-21 i (Ref. 17. Table 4.3.2) 
Table 5-16. Thermal Conductivity and Specific Heat of Aluminum Alloy 6061 
(Ref.18, section II. Table TCD [p 6121) 
5.5.5 Neutronit A 978 
Table 5-17 lists the density and emissivitj oi'boron stainless steel Neutronit A 978. Table 5-18 
lists the thermal conductivity and specific heat of boron stainless steel Neutronit A 978. The 
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density, specific heat, and thermal conductivity are takcn fro111 Refcrcnce 20, and the emissivity is 
taken from Reference 17. Table 4.3.2 as average for heated stainless steel 3 16. 
Table 5-17. Density and Emissivity of Boron Stainless Steel Neutronit A 978 







Table 5-19 gives the helium density at 27°C. Table 5-20 lists the helium specific heat and thermal 
conductivity. 
Ernissivity 
(Ref. 17, Table 4.3.2) 
0.62 
Table 5-1 9 Density of Helium (1 atm) 
(Ref. 21, p. 19.71) 
Density (kglrn") 
0.1625 
Table 5-20. Thermal Conductivity and Specific Heat of Helium (1 atrn) 
(Ref. 21, p. 19 71) 
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5.5.7 Spent Nuclear Fuel 
Table 5-21 lists the density and specific heat of thc homogeneous PWR assembly reprcse~~tcd in
ANSYS. The value for the specific heat is taken liom Rcferencc 22, p. 28. l'he densit) is 
calculated based on the fuel assembly mass (773.4 kg - Rcl'erence 22. p. 28) and tlie basket 
volume (active fuel length x basket width2). Table 5-22 shows the effective thermal conductlvitics 
(Reference 8, p. 146) that correspond to the situation where the baskets are loaded witli 14x1 3 
PWR fuel assemblies witli helium as tlie tilling gas. 
Table 5-21. Density and Specific Heat of Homogeneous PWR Fuel Assembly 
Table 5-22. Effective Thermal Conductivity of Homogeneous 14x14 PWR SNF Assembly 
(Ref. 8. p 146) 
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6. RESULTS 
6.1 OUTLINE 
The results provided in tliis section are extracted from the ANSYS V5.4 output files (thc tiles arc 
stored on the CD provided with tliis document). 
This document may be affected by technical product input information that requires confirmation. 
Any changes to the document that may occur as a result of co~npleting tlie confirmation activities 
will be reflected in subsequent revisions. The status of tlie input information quality may bc 
contirnied by review of tlie Document Input Reference System database. 
Three cases are analyzed in tliis calculation. The main features ol'these cases, from a lieat load and 
boundary condition standpoint, are shown in Table 6-1. Note the base case was more extensively 
described in Table 5-1. 11 represents the natural convection relatiolisliip shown in Table 6-1. 3.11 
(for case #2) means that the natural convection coefficient obtained using the natul-a1 convection 
relationship from Table 6-1 is multiplied b> 3. 
Table 6-1. Cases Description 
The peak cladding temperature for tlie base case is 379°C. 71'1ic peak cladding temperatures fix 
Case #2 and Case #3 are 397°C and 438°C. respectively. Additional information regarding tlie 
temperature distributions can be found in tlie two following subsections, Sections 6.3 and 6.4. 
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6.2 BASE CASE 
Table 6-2 shows the temperature variation versus time at selected locations. 'I'ime t = 0.0 hr 
represents the pre-tire steady-state conditions. The fire ends at t = 0.5 hr. l'he peak cladding 
temperature is obtained within the baskets the corner of which touches the inner shell uall. 'fahlc 
6-2 temperatures are plotted in Figure 6- 1 . 
Table 6-2. Temperature Summary for the Base Case 
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Figure 6-1. Temperature Variation of Selected Locations (Base Case) 




- - - -Inner Shell Inside Surface Temperature 
- - - . .  Temperature of the Peak Cladding Temperature Point 
- - -. Cladd~ng Temperature at the Center of the Central Cell 
- . - . - . - - - - - - - .- .- - 
- -  
- - - - - - . . _ . . _ _ _  
I 
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6.3 CASE #2 
For Case #2, the different conditions used during exposure to lire (as shown in Table 6-1) require 
the calculation of new equivalent convection cocfticients. which are shown in 'I'able 5-5. 
Table 6-3 shows the temperature variation versus timc at selected locations. 'rime t = 0.0 111. 
represents the pre-fire steady-state conditions. The fire ends at t = 0.5 hr. 'I'he peak cladding 
te~nperature is obtained within the baskets the corner of which are the closcst to the inner shell 
wall. Table 6-3 temperatures are plotted in I'igurc 6-2. 
Table 6-3. Temperature Summary for Case #2 
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0 0 3 0 6 0 9.0 12 0 15 0 18 0 
T~me (hrs) 
-Outer Shell Outs~de Temperature 
- - - -Inner Shell lns~de Surface Temperature 
..... Temperature of the Peak Cladding Temperature Polnt 
- .  - -Cladd~ng Temperature at the Center of the Central Cell 
- - - - - - - - - . - _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _  
Figure 6-2. Temperature Variation of Selected Locations (Case 772) 
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6.4 CASE #3 
For Case #3, the different conditions used (as shown in Table 6-1) require the calculation of' Iiew 
equivalent convection coefficients, which are shown in 'l'able 5-6 and Table 5-7. 
Table 6-4 shows the temperature variation versus time at selected locations. Time t = 0.0 lir 
represents the pre-fire steady-state conditions. The fire ends at t = 0.5 hr. 'Shc peak cladding 
temperature is obtained within thc baskets the corncr ol' which touches the inner shell wall. 'I'ahle 
6-4 temperatures arc plotted in 17igurc 6-3. 
Table 6-4. Temperature Summary for Case #3 
Center of the 
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-Outer Shell Outside Temperature 
- - - -Inner Shell Inside Surface Temperature 
. .-.- Temperature of the Peak Cladding Temperature Po~nt 
I Cladd~ng Temperature at the Center of the Central Cell 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _  _- .- -- 
T~me (hrs) 
Figure 6-3. Temperature Variation of Selected Locations (Case #3) 
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8. ATTACHMENTS 
The attachments to this calculation are summarized in Table 8-1. 
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Attachment I: Material Properties File Page 1-1 of 1-3 
,/CON, * t + c * * t f t + i t i i i * A ~ k C ~ . i * ~ i k i * k L A C k A * C k f i ~ * * b ~ + ~ k * k ~ t t k * A r ~ ~ i + * 4 k k  
/COM, * *  ANSYS 5.4 MATERIAL PHi)t'EKri'Y TABLES *. 
/COpq, f i * ~ t c t + * * * * ~ t i * * i t t * f ~ f i * * * - ~ f t * i k * t C t + * k * * - A + * * * ~ ~ k + * x i . k ~ A ~ k -  
/COM, + *  Filename: propnew0n.ddt A + 
/COM, 't Compiled by Daniel G. McKenzie IV on 6-26-49 * % 
/COM, '*  Revised on 9-86-2COC A + 
/COM, '* + * 
/COM, ' *  Rev03 - Changed Materia: 1 Steel 316 to Material ? * '  
/COM, ' *  Changed Material 8 Air t.o Material 1 + t  
isom, * *  r * 
/corn, * *  RevOm - Matthew Hintis 9/10/95 * * 
/corn, * *  ChaEged I*ldterial 2 Steel 316 bac:k to Mat .l " *  
/COM, * *  Changed Mat1:r idi  1 Air back t.o Material 8 " 
/cow,, * ' i 4 
/COP., * * Revor, - Matthew flincis 2/3/00 * c 
/corn, * *  Deleted rrrnp-dependent array val ,,es ol r i 
. . /C3M, + *  helium dens>+.,'; I: ;.s ziiready defined as - *  
/corn, * '  one value * * 
/CON, * *  * * 
/COM, * *  RevOc - Florent Faucher 9/06/2U00 - * 
/COM, * +  Deleted unused mdterials for 21-FWF WP * *  
0 * *  Corrected a few proper~ies r *  
/CCM, * *  Nocilflee so:np:;!enc rn~tc?rl,lls k t  
/cOM, * C ~ i + * i * f ~ ~ t i r i i k ~ * i + C i A ~ k ~ + k 4 ~ * ~ C t f f k t * ~ ~ k * ~ ~ ~ ~ k + ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ * + ~ + * * + +  
/:OM, 
/COM, NUPBEP MATERIA:. D E S C R I  ? l ' I ? N  
/COM, 1 Staizless Steel 316 Inner sheli 
/COM, 3 A516 Mild Steel Sideguide - Stiffener - Basket Tube 
/':OM, 7 Heliur. Cdnister Fill Gas 
/COM, 14 SN F RESERVED FCR SNF ?KOI'k:K'!'II~S 
/COM, 15 Allor 22 Carbon Steel Outer Sheli 
/COM, IF AL 606i D/'E Plates (Thermal Shunts! 
!COX, 19 Nevtrcnit A 978 A/R/2 ?la~es 
/COM, * T t r * + * * * t * t + * f * * r * * t * + * t * * t * * + t + * * + * + k + * - * * * * * * * e  
/COM, * ‘  Density: C E 1.1 S ; k q / r r . ^ 3 j  x - 
/CCM, * *  Ernissivity EPI .I! ,: x - 
/COM, + *  Conductivity: KX): (WimK; *. 
/(JON, * *  Specific Heat: 2 :/ kaK: *. 
, * * * r * * t r l * * i r * r t f * i * * * * ~ * + . * ' * * * . + t . * i * + * * * * ~ * ~ * * * + * * * * * * ' t * * * ~ *  
/CCK, 
/COM, Define densities for :ill materials 
MPTEMP 
MPTEMF, i, . D O ~ G C E -  00, 
MPCATA,DZNS, I, 1, . 7 5 6 i O E - L 1 4 ,  
KPDATA, DENS, 3, 1, .7H5COE+01, 
YPDATA, DENS, 7, 1, .16250E+OG, 
MPDATA, DENS, ?5, 1, .869COE+04, 
MPDATA,DENS, 18, 1, .27130E+04, 
MPDATA,DENS,i9, 1, .77600E*04, 
/ COM, 
/CON, Define ernissivi:ic,s ior a11 matrrials except helium 
i COM, 
MPDATA, EMIS, 1, 1, .62000E+OG, 
MPDATA, EMIS, 3, 1, .80000E+00, 
MPDATA,EMIS, 15, 1, .8?000E+OO, 
MPDATA, EMIS, 18, 1, .0?002E+00, 
MPCATA, EMIS, 19, 1, . h2003E+00, 
! LC%, 
i 
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/COM, D e f i n e  s p e c i f i c  h e a t  fo r  m r ~ t e r i a l  19 
/ COM, 
MPDATA, C ,  19, 1, .5000CE+33, 
i cor.1, 
/COM, D e f i n e  c o n t i u c t i v i ~ y  f o r  r ~ i d l  er i d 1  15 
/COM, 
MPTSMP 
MPTEMP, 1 ,  20. 00, 131).3U, ?60. GI . ) ,  
MPDATA, KXX,19, 1, 1C.30, 11.73, i3.40, 
icon, 
/COM, D e f i n e  K anti C for rnater ldls  1 
/COM, 
YPTEMP 
MPTEMP, 1, 21.11, 37.78, 6i.C5h, 53.33, 121.11, 148.89, 
YPTEMP, 7, 176.67, 204.44, 232.22, 2hO.OC, 287.74, ?ls.?C, 
YPTEMP, 13, 343.33, 371.11, 342.84, 426.67, 454.14, 4R2.22, 
MPTEMP, 1 ,  510.00, k37.78, 5 ,  553.33, 2 1 . 1 ,  b48.39, 
MPTEKP, 25, 676.67, 704.44, 732.2,. 760.OC. 787.75, 315.56, 
- *  r MPgATA, KXX, 1, 1, 13.3, 13.7, 1 ,  I . ,  15.1, & > . b ,  
M P D A T A , K X X , 1 , 7 ,  15.1, 16.4, 1 ' 3 ,  i 7  . ? ,  L t j . 2 ,  
M m A T A ,  KXX, l,lj, 15.5, 1L.C l(q.4, 1 . 9 ,  Lri.?, 29.8, 
MPDATA,KXX,1,15, 2 2 ,  ?2.-,, 2 3 . 3 ,  21.7, 2 ' j . f J ,  
MPDATA, KXX, 1,25, 23.5, 23.4, 2 4 ,  24.6, 24.9, 25.3, 
MPDATA, C ,  1, 1, 463., 488., 4Y9., >OL., 5il., 522., 
MPDATA, C ,  1, 7, 522., 529., 53E., i . < 9 . ,  >44., 515., 
YPDATA, C, 1,13, 54@., i54., 554., 55?., i"., it"., 
YPDATA, C ,  1, 19, 566., 5b6., 574., ': : 4 . ,  376.. 516., 
YPDATA, C ,  1,25, 5 8 3 . ,  5P3., iRi., 'Qh., ii?., =, 4 17 . , 
'COM, 
. . 
!COM, 3efir1- F' 31.3 ,- t-or 1-1 ; t  .,r : :i2 5 '. 
! COM, 
MPTEMP 
MPTEMP, 1, 21.11, 37.78, 6 ~ . 5 k , ,  93.33, l 2 l . l  14R.89, 
HPTEMP, 7, 176.67, 204.44, 232.2,, 260.0C, 29.1.78, 315.5b, 
MPTEMP, 13, 343.313, 7 1 39R.R" 426.67, 45.1.44, 482.22, 
MPTEMP, 15, 510.00, 737.78, j65.51,, 543.33, 621.1 1, 648.84, 
MPTEMP, 25, 676.67, 704.44, 732.22, 750.00, 787.78, 815.5b, 
MPDATA, KXX, 3, 1, 40.8, 41.4, 41 .., 3 ~ . 2 ,  di.2, 4y.2, 
MPCATA, KXX, 3, 7 ,  42.1, 41.9, 4; .4, 4: .0, 40.5, 4 ; ~ . 0 ,  
MPDATA, KXX, 3,13, 39.3, 3 8 . 8 ,  3 f i .  I ,  - 3 ' ) .  6, 3 t , .  7 ,  3t,. >-, 
MPDATA, KXX, 3,19, 3 ,  34.6, 33.9, 33.2, 32.1, K . ? ,  
MPDATA, KXX, 3,25, 30.3, 28. 3, I ,  2 ,  2 .  i ,  2 0 .  ;, 
MPDATA, C ,  3, 1, 444., 461., 4-/-;., . 1 q 4 . ,  51;4., 51.3., 
KPDATA, C ,  3, 7 ,  524., j : ? ~ . ,  545., ' J ' , V . ,  ' I < - > . ,  . 7 i J . ,  
MPCATA, C ,  3 ,  ! 3, 5HL., 358., 6 1  ;). , r .  :'. , 6 1 . 5  i . ,  C 1 ! 3 ? .  , 
MPCATA, C ,  3,19, 6u3., r ; S Y . ,  ~ ? i . l - ~ . ,  ? > . ,  75G., Y r V . ,  
-. . MPCATA, C ,  3,Zj, 835,., q20.,1l'34.,:kLF.,., &3q., ; b . 3 . ,  
/ COM, 
!COO, D e f i n e  F a n d  far ma; v r  1 ~ 1 1 s  1 
: CCK, 
MPTEMF 
MPTEMF, 1, 21.11, 37.78, 61.55, 43.33, i2l.ll, 14*.",+, 
MPTEMP, 7, 176.67, 264.44, 
MPDATA, KXX, 18, 1, i66.3, 167.7, 164.6, 17l.3, 177.7, 1 ; : 4 . : ,  
MPDATA, K X X ,  18, 7 ,  175.3, 17t.4, 
MPDATA, C,  18, 1, 893., 901., Y ~ S . ,  -;4., ,+1:., L 4 r  . ,  
MPDATA, C, 18, 7, 95t., 26<?. ,
/CON, 
/COM, D e f i n e  p, K, C for q a s  7 ( h c : l i u ~ r ; )  
/COM, 
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' € O F ,  
COM, 
1, -17.58, 4.44, 2h.67, 4 h . f l 9 ,  71.11, 
7, 137.78, 160.00, 182.22, 204.44, 226.67, 
13, 271.11, 293.33, 3IS.56, 337.58, 382.27, 
KXX, 7, 1, 0.13'+6, 0.1478, C . i 5 5 4 ,  0.1638, C.1716, 
KXX, 7, 7, 0.1940, 0.2012, 3.?(183, 0.2153, 0.2222, 
KXX, 7,13, 0.2358, 0.2425, 0.2491, 0.2556, 0.2684, 
C ,  7, 1, 5156.7, 3196.7, 512t.2, 5196,.2, 51'36.2, 
C ,  7, 7, 5196.2, 5196.2, 5 1 4 6 . ; ,  5196.2, 5146.2, 
C, 7,13, 5196.2, 5 1 9 6 . 2 ,  :il'rir.2, 5196.7, 5196.7, 
D e f l n e  corlduc-t i v i t y  for ma! p r  i d 1  IS 
1, 48, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 
7, 600, 
KXX, 15, 1, 10.1, 1 13.4, 1 5 . 5  17.5, :9.5, 
KXX, 15, 7 ,  21.3, 
D e f i n e  specific heat for n ~ ~ i t ~ i : i a I  1 5  
f t t * * * * i * * * t * 1 * * * * t t * * * * * ~ + i . + * * * * i . , i * i , * * * * , * , . , ~ * * L . * , * & * + 4 k ~  
t * Ex13 o f  M a t e r i a l  Pr:;pert .; List A ,  
* * f * + r * r * t * * * + r * , * f * i * * i * ~ , + f , ~ t . + t * i . * * * ~ * + * , ~ , . * * * * , , , , ~ , ~ & , ~ .  
CAL-UDC-TH-000002 REV 00 
Attachment 11: Effective Convection CoelTicient Files 
-- 
I'age 1 1 - 1  oi.11-3 
- -- 
/COM, 
/COM, Cef i n e  r a t e r i a l  20 f o r  t er.pe: i ~ t u r e  depr:ntiec: 
/COM, h e a t  t r a n s f e r  c c e f  f l c i e r i t  u n d e r  f i r e  condit icr:s 
/COM, b u l k  t e ~ ; ~ p e r d t u r i >  I :i f { i : lOi:  
/COM, 
MPTEMF 
MPTEMF, 1, 100, 150,200, ;iIi, 3:0, 
MPTEMP, 7,400,450, $30, S i c ) ,  600, b.513, 
MPTEMP, 13, 700,150, 
M P D A T A , H F , 2 0 ,  1, 193.7, 1 0 9 . 6 ,  I . ,  123.2 , i30.6, 1 3 8 . 9 ,  
M?DATA,HF,23 ,  7, 147.9, 1 . 6 ,  1 ,  1 7 q . 4 ,  i c j l  .4, ;04.3, 
M P D A T A , H F , 2 0 ,  13,217.9, 232.2, 
/COM, + C * ~ ~ ~ * ~ * * ~ * * ~ C * + * ~ + ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ C A I A ~ A ~ ~ A ~ A C A ~ A L A A ~ ~ ~ A ~ A ~ ~ & ~ * * * A A ~ A ~ A ~  
/ COM, 
/ COM, 











3 e f i n e  m a t e r i a l  30 for t e m p F r ~ t u r -  d e p e r ~ d e n t  
h e a t  t r a n s f e r  coeCf i c i e n t  u z d r r  nc,rm;il conci i t l o r : s  
b u l k  t e r , p e r a t , J r e  i s  37.5C 
1, ;OO.C. ijC.6, %UC,.c, 2 .  3nC.C, 
6, 35C. C ,  40C.C, 4.5(;.1-', ' , I ( ! .  rj, .5S!:. c , ,  oi10.  L ,  
12, oS; : .C ,  -: ,. , ' ,  . , ;, I?. I ~ , ,  
HF, 30, 1, G . C ,  1:'. :I, 12.4, ; i  - , 18.5, 
3 -  - - HF,  3C, 6 ,  L L . S ,  L b . 7 ,  ji.5, 7 -: . : , . , 3 3 .  -3, 5Cl. ? , 
- .  H F ,  3i, 12, 5 7 . 8 ,  b6.:, , . - i i i . . ,  
* * r t t * + - * + C + * . * t r i r * f i i . ~ * ~ + * * . i i * . t t + 1 * + * , ~ * ~ i * . * , , ~ * ~ ~ . * * , , ~ . *  
CAL-UDC-TH-000002 REV 00 




/COM, Define material 2 0  for tenlpcr a t u r e  depc:ricier~t 
/ COM, h e a t  t r a n s f e r  c o e f i l c . l ? i ~ t  under fire co:idit:oris 




MPTEMP, 7 , 4 0 0 , 4 5 0 , 5 0 0 ,  550,6CIO, E8.50, 
MPTEMP, 1 3 , 7 0 0 ,  753, 
MPDATA, HF, 2 0 ,  1 ,  127.0, 132. 3, 1 3 f ; .  1 ,  1.14.  5, 1 5 1 . 4 ,  L55. 0 ,  
MPDATA,HF,20, 7 ,  167.2, 176.i, ?"J.>, 145.9, 206.e~ z - 1 9 . 2 ,  
MPDATA, HF, 2 0 ,  13,230.1, 2 4 1 . 9 ,  














Define m r ~ t . e r l a :  ?Ci f 3 r  te:ilpt,r ?,tu: e a c i p e : ; t i ~ i i t  
hear zraris?er , :oeffi  cici:;: ~ ~ ! : r l ~ . r  r1orn;a I :orld. t ::;r.s 
b u l k  t e r r , L ~ ~ . r ~ l r  u r e  1s 3 ? .  1 5 , .  
1, ?OC.C ,  15C.0, 200.0, 250.0, 3 0 0 . C ,  
6, 3 5 0 . 0 ,  4 0 0 . 0 ,  456.0, ';[~O.O, 5 5 ( : . 0 ,  60~1.0, 
12, 6 5 6 . 0 ,  7OC.0, 7 5 1 : . ~ ? ,  ?oI; .~I ,  
HF, 3L, ;, 6.0, I:.:, 4 ,  i"..;:, i$.L, 
7 -  - H F , ,  2 2 . 3 ,  , i . c ,  , 45.3, 5 0 . 2 ,  
HF, 30,12, 5 7 . 8 ,  00.1, t . 6 5 . 1 ,  
r * f t * r * + * - i t * * * * * * * t t t i . i * * f . i i i . * . . + ~ * ~ i . ~ * * + ~ + ~ ~ . * ~ & ~ * * * * * + * * *  
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/ COM, 
I'COM, Deflne rrlaterial 20 tor ternpcir~itr~re drpt , :~dent  
/COM, heat trailsfer cot:! t 1 i : i e r i t r  under fire coridi Lions 
/COCl, bulk te:nperat~~rc, ;.? "0: )C 
/CON, 
FIPTENP 
YPTEMP, 1,100,150,200,25~, 3013, 350, 
MPTEKP, 7,400,450,500, 558, 6 5 0 ,  
MPTEMP, 13,700,156, 
MPDATA,HF,ZG, 1, 117.5, 124.3, 131. 1 ,  1 3 4 . 8 ,  148.6, 158.2, 
MPDATA,HF,ZC, 7 ,  168.6, 179.5, 1 1 ,  204.9, 218.9, 233.8, 
MPDATA,HF, ZC, 13,229.6, 266.1, 














i, 10C.0, 15G.u, L L l O . u ,  25u.0, 3 3 ~ . 0 ,  
5, 3 5 c . 6 ,  400.0, ~ S C .  O , : ~ n . n ,  s5c.0, ~ ~ c . I J ,  
12, b50.c, 70C.0, :?I(;. 11, d{!c.l-l, 
- . 
8 ,  HF, 30, i ,  4.6, 5.7, , . A ?  C . ~ ,  L C . - ; ,  
HF, 30, 6, 2 . 8 ,  15.3, 8 .  21.3, 24. 3 ,  2 4 . F ,  
, - -. HF, 30, i2, 3 .  36.C, 9 . 3 ,  3 9 . ' : .  
* i * * * i * t * t r * . i . t t ~ ~ . k ~ * C C I * i . i . i i i + . * * * ~ , + + ~ . ~ . * . k * , , , ' * + * + , , . , .  
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Attachment 111: Effective 'J'hennal Conductivity File I'age 1 1 1 - 1  of 1 1 1 - 1  
/NOPR 
/COIT,, this p a r a m e t e r  file, c r e a t e d  8/25/3!3 b y  
/corn, F l o r e n t  P .  F a u c h e r ,  is ari a b : l d q ~ : d  v e r s i o n  
/corn, o f  p w r l 4 d k . p a r m ,  1 i s t i r i g  ;ril j. t k , r -  KEFI.'ML) 
/corn, v a r l a b l e  array 
/corn, 
'DIM, KEFFMD , T A B L E ,  9, 1, 1 
* S E T ,  KEFFMD [ 1,  0 ,  1 ,  25.0~)!,t::l00000r3 
'SET, KEFFMD ( 2 ,  , 1 ;  , 50. o ~ ~ n ~ ; i n o ~ o o o o  
* S E T ,  KEFFMD ( 3 ,  C ,  ? j  , 1GO. ~ o O o ~ ~ ~ t ~ ( ~ u i  
*SET,KEFFMD [ 4 ,  I>, 1) , 1 5 0 .  3 1  ,tlG(jt~~lOC' 
'SET,  KEFFMD ( 5 ,  L ,  I ) ,  20U . j I . i 8 ! 0 , . :  O ( i  00 f, 
S E T ,  KEFFMD ( 6 ,  i), 1 )  , 2 5 ~ ) .  ! ! ~ J ; J O G ? ) O O ~ I ~  
* S E T ,  KEFFMD ( 7 ,  0, 1 , 3C0.0~100000OOi'  
* S E T ,  KEFFMD ( 8, 0, 1 350.0C000OC303 
* S E T ,  KEFFMD ( 9 ,  6, 1 , 3CO. .J(; : ;Oi! i IOl)CS 
* S E T ,  KEFFMD i 1, 1, I), 5 . 3 b 4  
* S E T ,  KEFFKD 1 2, 1, l ~ ,  2.4c-'.1 
*SET,KEFFMC ( - ,  7 i ,  1 1 ,  : j . ? l i  
" S E T ,  KEFFMD I 4 ,  1, I ) ,  2 1 . c ' l C  
* S E T ,  KEFFMC I 5, ;, 1 1 ,  2 . 7 3 t  
* S E T ,  KEFFFD I 6 ,  1 ,  l j ,  :).??74 
* S E T ,  KEFFMD (, 7 ,  1, l j ,  l.I:)?$> 
* S E T ,  KEFFFD I 3 ,  , 1 ,  1.2,:1 
* S E T ,  KEFFND i 9, , 1 ,  1 . 5 4 1  
/ GO 
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Attachment V: List of ANSYS Files Contained in CD I'age V-1 of V-1 
P
This attachment lists the files necessary for running the ANSYS cases analyzed in this calculation 
(Table V-1). 'Table V-1 also lists the ANSYS output files. All these files arc contained in the CI) 
associated with this file (Attachment Vl) .  
Table V-1. Compact Disk Contents 
WIVO~ h - oY+ 
OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT 1. QA: QA 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION SHEET :tu , L  Page: I o f :  2 
Complete Only Applicable Items .%b- 
This is a placeholder page for records that cannot be scanned or microfilmed 
2. Record Date 
1 0/03/2000 
4. Author Name(s) 
FLORENT P. FAUCHER 
3. Accession Number 
Hr-m #&A nz'd!P/b. 0 '  7 
5. Author Organization 
N/A 
6. Title 
THERMAL RESPONSE OF THE 21-PWR WASTE PACKAGE TO A FIRE ACCIDENT 








1 1. Access Control Code 
PUB 
12. Traceability Designator 
DC #26 134 
13. Comments 
THE IS A SPECIAL PROCESS CD-ROhl A N D  C..\h' B E  LOC/\TED THROUCI-l THE RPC 
NOTE: PER AP-17.1Q, REV.l, ICN 2, (El~EC'I'I<ONIC IZII.ES) THE ELECTRONIC INFORMATION ON THIS CI>KOhl IS 
LOCATED AS AN ATTACHMENT TO THIS PAGE 
AP-17.10.1 Rev. 0613011 999 
OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT 
ELECTRONIC SOURCE FlLE VERIFICATION QA: N/A 
1. DOCUMENT TITLE: 
Thermal Response o f  the 2 I-PWR Waste Package to a Fire Accident 
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